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usage was followed by an abrupt decline after the year 1700; săva(i) survived only as a
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inner structure of săvai că (with its marginal “variant” să veri că) is repeated in the
Albanian conjunction ndonëse – which otherwise is neatly opposed to the Romanian
structure by being currently used nowadays. Although săvai că and ndonëse are
etymologically different, their structural identity, as opposed to their distinctly incongruous
historical destiny, sets them at variance with all the other instances of grammaticalization of
“to want”.
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the Bible of 1356-58 (Matenadaran, Ms. 6230).
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and Second Chapters of the Gospel of Luke occur frequently in medieval Armenian art. My
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study of the images which gives an opportunity to trace the origins (6-7th centuries) from
which such an iconographic system could be developed and become separate during the
upcoming centuries.
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first time (old-printed books n. 949, 948 and 998). The Amulets are from three different
printing-houses: Etkear Gndevanec’i, Astvacatur Kostandnupolsec’i and Grigor
Marzvanec’i. The three printing-houses had been operated in Constantinople (Turkey) in
17–18th centuries. The Amulets are mostly decorated with the gravures of the of the first
Armenian gravurist Grigor Marzvanec’i. In one of this Amulets are also used the works of
dutchman gravurist Cristophe Van Zikhem.
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at the museum of Armenian Church of the Holy Virgin in Botoșani. These crosses have
never studied before moreover, the crosses from the Dudian museum are being published

for the first time. The study of these examples is very important for both in the study of
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their networks became mature in the first half of 17th century, while the nobleman
merchants of Ragusa withdraw from Balkan business and the European General Crisis
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Levantine and Ponentine Sephardim like Abraam Coen de Herrera, Jacob Danon and the
members of the Namias family used the ports of the Republic of Ragusa to send and insure
their merchandises coming from the ottoman hinterland and addressed to the markets of
Venice and Ancona. The traditional historiography empathized the competition between the
Serenissima and the Republic of Saint Blaise in Early Modern Era. But the quantitative
analysis of private trade remark new data: the merchants and especially the Sephardim used
the economical space of the Adriatic to bypass the rivalry of the two Adriatic republics and
to connect the markets in a shared network. Those trade networks allowed Ragusa to resist
to the first part of the crisis although in a trend of general downsizing of the Mediterranean
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